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Special Functions & Features

The OCS has plenty of special features which can be used intuitively but may not be obvious to casual or new users. In
addition to a short description of where to find these special functions, this section explains how they can help getting the
most out of the OCS.

1.1

Sort by Attribute

Most OCS page showing data in a table, like the “Conference list” or the “Paper List”, provides the function to sort the
table entries by attribute.

As an example, this “Paper List” contains several papers. The default order of papers depends on the paper ID. To change
the order of the papers, click the (

) button next to the title of the according column. It changes its appearance to (

) and sorts the table by the corresponding title.

In this image, the papers are sorted by title. As you can see, the order is lexicographically ascending.
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To sort the papers in descending order, just click on the (

) button again, it changes its appearance to (

).

Note:
Of course, this function works for most sortable attribute and also
not only for the “Paper List” but for all OCS pages with content in
tables.

1.2

Filter Results

On a page that shows data in a table, like the “Conference list” or the “Paper List”, you can also filter entries by attributes.
this comes in handy especially for greater amounts of entries, as you will see the results that match your applied filters only.

In this example, the “Paper List” of a conference contains 6 papers. To apply a filter, simply click on the dropdown
boxes and select the kind of filter.
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For example: To show only papers that contain the author “Rick Astley” click on All Fields and select Authors. The
authors are the attribute that will be filtered for a text sequence. Enter the value your selected key should have. In this
case “Astley” will be sufficient. Click on Show results.

Note:
The text sequence typed is not case sensitive.

The table will be reduced to entries that meet the applied filters.

To reset the filters, click on Reset and all previously set filters will be set back to default.

1.3

Searching for a Paper

There is a shortcut for finding a specific paper by title, that eases this process a lot.
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Instead of applying a filter for the name of a paper, you can also type a part of the paper title into the textfield. Paper titles
containing this subsequence will be automatically displayed. You can select any of them by clicking the title and will
apply the chosen title as a filter.

Note:
The text sequence typed is not case sensitive.

1.4

Multi Actions

On pages like the “Paper List” you can speed up your work with the OCS by doing a bunch of tasks at once.
Multiple actions allow you to select entries and perform an action on all selected entries. This way, you can view multiple
“Paper Detail” pages, upload multiple documents to papers that you submitted and generally optimize your workflow
when there is work that repeats for several entries. Even downloading can be bundled in order to have one zip file or, e.g.,
a concatenatedpng.png document.
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You can select multiple papers by clicking the checkbox on the left. Afterwards, perform the action for all selected papers
by clicking the corresponding Action in the header of the table as in the image.

Note:
Make sure to click on the action in the header of the table. Clicking
an action for a single table row will perform the action only for
the paper in the corresponding row, regardless which papers are
selected.
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You can select all displayed papers by clicking the checkbox in the table header. In the same way, you can deselect all
papers by clicking it again.

If you observe an error message, you don’t have the permission to perform the action you selected on all of the selected
papers. Papers, for which this action is not possible, are highlighted with an (
) -icon. You can proceed to perform the
action you chose on all papers for which this action is available by clicking Proceed.
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1.5

Bundled View

The “bundled view” allows you to do a single workstep for a collection of similar objects, such as downloading the
documents of multiple papers in an overview, send multiple mails or invite several users at once.

In this example, the bundled view is available after performing the multi action to view several papers at once. The bundled view feature performs an action for all selected objects. Switch to the bundled view by clicking Switch to bundled
view in the upper right corner and you can, for example, download all papers concatenated into one PDF file.
The downloaded document will be composed of all documents of the paper as well as a content page at the beginning.

Note:
Every page of the PDF file will also contain the conference name,
paper ID, paper version and its title for best transparency.
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